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 Introduction
The voice constructions of the world’s languages appear to present a number of analytic challenges. A recurrent problem arises in distinguishing passives from constructions that exhibit overlapping formal and communicative properties. The diverse class of constructions that have been subsumed under an extended notion of
‘passive’ – including active impersonal constructions, evidential constructions, and
even inverse constructions – testiﬁes to the diﬃculties that arise in classifying voice
constructions. At the same time, the relationship between passives and alternations
that are formally similar to passives is obscured when the alternations show greater
morphosyntactic variation than is exhibited by familiar promotional passives.
Nonetheless, a revealing classiﬁcation of voice constructions can be obtained by
rehabilitating traditional insights about the distinctive roles played by semantic and
(morpho)syntactic factors. One traditional insight is that the passive alternation
relates (i) a predicate that selects a ‘logical’ subject and (ii) a semantically detransitivized counterpart, in which the logical subject cannot be realized as a governed dependent (i.e., as a subject, object or indirect object). A second insight is that surface
morphological patterns provide a more reliable guide to the grammatical function
of dependents than classiﬁcations based on semantic roles, word order, etc.
The analysis of passive and inversion constructions outlined below illustrates the
general applicability of the perspective expressed in traditional descriptive grammars and in parts of the Relational Grammar literature. Section  ﬁrst presents
a treatment of passive that develops the proposals in Comrie () and Blevins
(). Section  then sets out an account of the phenomenon of inversion in Georgian that develops the insights presented in traditional descriptions and in the Relational Grammar analyses of Harris (, ). A comparison of these analyses
highlights the signiﬁcant formal parallels between passive and inversion constructions and also suggests the usefulness of a generic model of Relation Grammar.





Passive constructions

Personal passives are treated as ‘the core case of passive’ (Chomsky ) because
they exhibit all or most of the properties associated with the passive construction.
The German personal passive in (b) illustrates some of these properties. The subject of the active clause in (a) corresponds to the (optional) oblique dependent in
(b). The accusative direct object in (a) corresponds to the subject in (b), where it
occurs in the nominative and triggers agreement on the ﬁnite auxiliary. On nearly
all classiﬁcations of the prominence of grammatical relations, subjects are treated
as more prominent than direct objects, which are regarded as more prominent than
oblique dependents. On these assumptions, the logical subject in (a) is said to be
‘demoted’ to an oblique in (b), whereas the logical object is ‘promoted’ to subject.
()

a. Der
Vorsitzender hat den
Ausschuss aufgelöst.
the.nom chairman
has the.acc committee dissolved
‘The chairman has dissolved the committee.’
b. Der
Ausschuss wurde (von dem
Vorsitzender) aufgelöst.
the.nom committee was by the.dat chairman
dissolved
‘The committee was dissolved by the chairman.’

In formulating a general analysis of passive constructions, either of the two relational alternations: the ‘demotion’ of the logical subject, or the ‘promotion’ of
the logical object, can be regarded as primary. On a demotional account, subject
demotion is treated as the primary eﬀect of passivization, and promotion as an opportunistic concomitant. On a promotional alternative, promotion is identiﬁed as
the main eﬀect of passivization, which induces the demotion of the logical subject.
Given that personal passives exhibit both demotion and promotion, they provide no basis for choosing between these alternatives. Subjectless passives like those
in (b) are of greater diagnostic value, since they exhibit subject demotion but show
no evidence of promotion. As argued by Comrie (), a uniﬁed account of personal and subjectless passives can be deﬁned in terms of subject demotion. In contrast, object promotion appears, at least prima facie, to be inapplicable in ().
()

a. Die Polizei haben bis spät in der Nacht verhandelt.
the police have until late in the night negotiated
‘The police negotiated until late in the night.’
b. Bis spät in der Nacht wurde (?von der Polizei) verhandelt.
until late in the night was by
the police negotiated
‘There were negotiations until late in the night.’



The passive counterparts of verbs that govern a dative complement deﬁne another class of subjectless passives in German. Examples like (b) again exhibit demotion of the logical subject demotion in (a). In contrast, there is no evidence of
promotion, due to the fact that datives are not admissible subjects in German.
()

.

a. Der
Bürgermeister hat der
Mannschaft gratuliert.
the.nom mayor
has the.dat team
congratulated
‘The mayor congratulated the team.’
b. Der
Mannschaft wurde (?von dem Bürgermeister) gratuliert.
the.dat team
was (by the mayor)
congratulated
‘The team was congratulated (by the mayor).’

Passivization as thematic demotion

Comrie’s demotional treatment of the passive is formulated in a version of Relational Grammar (RG) that corresponds transparently to the accounts proposed in
traditional grammatical descriptions. The basic intuition can be expressed in nearly
any approach that distinguishes ‘logical’ and ‘grammatical’ levels of argument structure. In RG, both notions are encoded in terms of a set of grammatical relations,
ranked according to the hierarchy in (). Subjects, direct objects and indirect objects constitute the governable term relations; within this group, subjects and direct
are distinguished as nuclear term relations. The class of oblique relations includes
instrumentals, locatives and other dependents traditionally viewed as ungoverned.
() Grammatical relation hierarchy (cf. Perlmutter )
subject ≻ direct object ≻ indirect object ≻ oblique
A distinctive claim within RG is that dependents can be associated with grammatical relations at ‘initial’, ‘ﬁnal’ and intermediate ‘strata’. However, nearly every
other model of argument structure conﬁnes grammatical relations to the ‘ﬁnal’ or
‘surface’ level of analysis, and describes the ‘initial’ level in terms of semanticothematic participant roles. One conception of thematic argument structure follows
in the tradition of Fillmore () and Jackendoﬀ () and treats roles as discrete
objects that are organized into a thematic hierarchy such as ().
()

Partial hierarchy of discrete roles
agent ≻ benefactive ≻ goal ≻ patient

The proto-role proposal of Dowty () provides the basis for an alternative conception, which is developed in a group of accounts (e.g., Ackerman ; Zaenen
; Alsina ; Ackerman and Moore ). On this approach, participant roles
are regarded as clusters of Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient properties. In place of


a hierarchically of discrete roles, these accounts introduce “an opposition between
just two roles … Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient” (Dowty : ) and correlate the
rank of a role with the number of Proto-Agent properties that it contains.
In principle, a demotion analysis can be formulated equally well in terms of discrete roles or cluster concepts. The main requirement is just that there be some way
of distinguishing the notion of ‘logical subject’. In a model with discrete roles, logical
subjects can be identiﬁed with the highest role in a thematic hierarchy, usually the
agent, or possibly with all roles above a given threshold in the hierarchy. The binary
classiﬁcation imposed in proto-role approaches permits a simpler classiﬁcation of a
logical subject as the highest ranking Proto-Agent role. Given these conventions for
representing argument structure, the default patterns of alignment exhibited by nuclear terms in the active constructions in (a) and (a) can be described as in Figure .
Reﬂecting the prominence-preserving patterns of argument selection proposed in
Dowty (), the Proto-Agent role Ag is associated with the grammatical subject
subj and the Proto-Patient (where present) with the grammatical direct object obj.
a. aufgelöst ⟨ Ag
|
subj

b. verhandelt ⟨ Ag ⟩
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
obj

Figure : Active transitive and active intransitive argument structures

On the assumption that the logical subject is associated by default with the most
prominent grammatical relation, any change in alignment will count as a demotion.
However, demotion in the narrower sense that Comrie () intends corresponds
to the RG notion of chômage on which the logical subject is barred from an association with any term relation. The eﬀect of this demotion is expressed in ().
() Thematic Demotion
The passive alternation relates a predicate with a logical subject to a predicate
in which the logical subject cannot be associated with a term relation.
Given that oblique relations tend to be optional, it is possible to express demotion in terms of an association to an oblique relation, as in Figure . This treatment
of demotion represents a thematic counterpart of the initial LFG account of Bresnan
(b), on which a subj function was mapped onto an obl function. Alternatively,
the notion of demotion as chômage can be expressed directly as a constraint against
associating the logical subject with any term relation, as in Figure . As with syntactic representations in general, these schematizations are useful to the extent that


Ag
|
obl
Figure : Thematic Demotion as oblique association

Ag
∤
term
Figure : Thematic Demotion as term dissociation

they clarify the eﬀect of passivization. Both both inhibit the association of a logical
subject with a grammatical term relation and neither refers to logical objects.
The eﬀect of this inhibition is reﬂected in the passive argument structures in
Figure , corresponding to the examples in (b) and (b). As a consequence of thea. aufgelöst ⟨ Ag
|
(obl)

b. verhandelt ⟨ Ag ⟩
|
(obl)

Pat ⟩
|
subj

Figure : Personal and subjectless passive argument structures
matic demotion, the only association possible for the logical subject Ag in Figure  is
with an (optional) oblique relation. This demotion in turn induces the ‘promotion’
or ‘advancement’ of the logical object Pat in Figure a. On a demotional analysis,
promotion makes no speciﬁc reference to passive constructions but instead reﬂects
the same general principle that associates the highest role with the highest available
grammatical relation in active constructions. In Figure a, the logical object Pat is
the highest role that is eligible to associate with term relations, and the grammatical
subject subj is the highest available term relation.

.

The Unaccusative Hypothesis

A striking feature of Comrie’s subject-oriented analysis is how straightforwardly it
interacts with the primary valence contrast recognized in RG. The Unaccusative
Hypothesis (UH) distinguishes predicates like verhandeln ‘negotiate’ in () from
predicates like bleiben ‘remain’ in () in terms of their initial argument structure.


As formulated in Perlmutter and Postal (a: ), the UH holds that ‘many intransitive clauses have an initial direct object but no subject’. Such clauses, termed
‘initially unaccusative’, contrast with ‘initially unergative’ clauses, which do contain
an initial subject. If, as suggested above, ‘clauses that contain initial subjects’ are
represented as predicates that specify a logical subject proto-role Ag, the agentive
verb rauchen ‘smoke’ will be classiﬁed as unergative. The ‘initial object’ associated with verbs like bleiben will likewise correspond a logical object proto-role Pat,
determining an unaccusative classiﬁcation. A demotional analysis of passivization
interacts with this contrast to account for the observation that unaccusative verbs
do not passivize. The unacceptability of unaccusative passive in (b) illustrates this
restriction.
()

a. Die Polizei sind bis spät in der Nacht geblieben.
the police are until late in the night remained
‘The police remained until late in the night.’
b. *Bis spät in der Nacht wurde (von der Polizei) geblieben.
until late in the night was by the police remained
‘There was remaining until late in the night.’

A demotional analysis that targets logical subjects is intrinsically sensitive to the
variation in argument structure posited by the UH. If passivization demotes logical
subjects, it will fail to apply to verbs without logical subjects, as in Figure . More
geblieben ⟨ Pat ⟩
|
subj
Figure : Active argument structure of unaccusative intransitive
generally, it follows directly that ‘[n]o impersonal Passive clause in any language can
be based on an unaccusative predicate’ (Perlmutter and Postal : ). Of course
to avoid circularity the classiﬁcation of unergative and unaccusative predicates must
be determinable independently of their susceptibility to passivization.
Despite the simplicity of this account, Comrie’s reformulation of a traditional
account of passivization met with ﬁerce resistance within RG, as it entailed a treatment of the passive in which demotion of the logical subject occurred ‘spontaneously’, rather than as a consequence of an antecedent promotion. Orthodox models of RG standardized instead on alternatives in which subjectless passives involved
advancement of a demotion-inducing ‘dummy’ nominal and valence constraints on
passivization were attributed to a variety of ‘laws’, notably the Motivated Chômage
Law and the ‘-Advancement Exclusiveness Law’ (Perlmutter and Postal : ).


Of arguably greater contemporary relevance are questions about the role that
the typological properties of familiar Indo-European languages played in reinforcing the primacy of personal passives and in supporting the intuition that all passives
were (at some level of analysis) promotional. The recognition of these assumptions
as typological artifacts permits the restoration of an elegant analysis of passive constructions in terms that are broadly compatible with the subtantive claims of RG.

.

Impersonal and evidential constructions

Similar questions about the eﬀects of typological bias arise in a more acute form in
connection with claims about ‘passives of unaccusatives’ and ‘double passives’. Putative cases of this type are presented as counterevidence to the UH in a variety of
accounts including Timberlake (), Baker et al. () and Bresnan and Kanerva
(). Yet an examination of extant cases suggests that they are all spurious. The
ubiquity of passive constructions in Western Indo-European languages has created
a pervasive descriptive bias. A ‘passive’ analysis is frequently extended to constructions that occupy a similar communicative niche (constructions that are ‘passive in
meaning’), as well as to constructions that incorporate elements that have an etymological connection to genuine passives (constructions that are residually ‘passive in
form’). Unsurprisingly, constructions that are merely ‘passive in meaning or form’
do not obey the constraints proposed for genuine passive constructions.
As suggested in Blevins () and argued at length in a number of more detailed studies, the constructions that have sometimes been identiﬁed as allowing
the passivization of unaccusative predicates are predominantly active impersonals
(Shore ; Tommola ; Kibort ; Torn-Leesik ) or evidentials (Spraunienė et al. ). Cases of double passives likewise reﬂect the interaction of a range
of voice and mood processes. If passivation is involved at all, it applies to an initially unergative predicate and produces a semantically detransitivized output that
may satisfy the requirements for subsequent impersonal or evidential processes.
These studies support the view that there can be no characterization of languages
that permit unaccusative and double passives, because, as claimed in RG accounts,
there are no such languages. However, the reasoning is more streamlined on a demotional treatment of the passive. There are no passives of unaccusatives because
passivization demotes logical subjects, and the lack of a logical subject is what deﬁnes unaccusatives as a class. There are no double passives, because passivization
deﬁnes a derived unaccusative, and unaccusatives, again, do not passivize.





Thematic inversion in Georgian

A demotional analysis of passivization also brings out signiﬁcant parallels with the
inversion construction in Georgian, in which canonical patterns of case and agreement marking appear to be ‘inverted’. The clause in (a) exhibits the Future pattern,
in which the subject st’udent’i occurs in the nominative, and is indexed by the subject
agreement suﬃx -s. The indirect object amxanags occurs in what is traditionally
termed the ‘dative’ case, and is indexed by the indirect object agreement preﬁx s-.
The direct object c’erils is also dative (there is no distinct accusative case in Georgian), but is not indexed on the verb. The Perfect clause in (b) inverts the marking
of logical arguments. The logical subject, st’udent’s, is dative and co-occurs with the
preﬁx u-, which is the form of the Perfect ‘version vowel’ i- that encodes the selection
of an indirect object. The logical direct object c’erili occurs in the nominative, and
is indexed by the subject agreement suﬃx -a. The logical indirect object amxanagis
is unindexed and occurs in the genitive case governed by the postposition tvis.
() Case and agreement inversion in Georgian (Tschenkéli : )
a. St’udent’i
misc’ers
amxanags
c’erils.
student.nom 3io.write.3su comrade.dat letter.dat
‘The student will write a letter to his comrade.’
b. St’udent’s miuc’eris
amxanagis-tvis c’erili.
student.dat 3io.write.3su comrade.gen-for letter.nom
‘The student has (apparently) written a letter to his comrade.’
Capturing the correspondence between the direct and inversion constructions
in () raises questions about the organization of the Georgian grammatical system
that in turn present challenges to current models of morphosyntax. This section addresses three principal challenges. The ﬁrst and most fundamental challenge arises
in explicating the principles that account for the observation that the logical subject
st’udent’s in (b) exhibits the same case and agreement properties as the indirect
object amxanags in (a), while the logical object c’erili in (b) patterns with the subject in (a). The second challenge arises in characterizing the constraints on verbs
that participate in inversion and, in particular, in accounting for the fact that unaccusative verbs do not exhibit inversion. The third challenge arises in accounting for
the properties of other dependents in inversion constructions, notably the fact that
logical indirect objects must be realized as postpositional obliques.


Example glosses identify relevant properties of forms, and suppress preverbs, version vowels and
other morphological details. Case is indicated by the labels nom ‘nominative’ dat ‘dative’, erg ‘ergative’
and gen ‘genitive’. Agreement glosses are composed of the person values , ,  and the abbreviations
su ‘subject’, do ‘direct object’ and io ‘indirect object’.



There are two dominant strategies for expressing the correspondence between
direct and inversion constructions, each with accompanying assumptions about the
factors that constrain the choice of verbs and the form of dependents. A traditional approach is outlined in Tschenkéli () and developed in greater detail in
Harris (, ) and Tuite (). On this view, inversion disrupts the default,
prominence-preserving association between ‘logical’ (or ‘initial’) argument structure and ‘surface’ grammatical relations by expressing the logical subject as a surface indirect object. Given this analysis of the dative nominal in inversion constructions, case and agreement patterns can be keyed uniformly to surface grammatical
relations, in inversion just as in direct constructions. The fact that logical indirect
objects must be realized as postpositional arguments can be attributed to the fact
that an inversion construction already contains a surface indirect object.
The alternative proposed in Anderson (, ) and Aronson () expresses
a fundamentally diﬀerent intuition. This analysis locates inversion in the relation
between surface grammatical relations and inﬂectional properties. On this view, inversion represents a ‘quirky’ valence pattern in which the surface subject is marked
dative and indexed by agreement markers that are normally associated with indirect
objects, and the object occurs in the nominative and is indexed by agreement markers that otherwise encode properties of the syntactic subject. The principal appeal
of this account comes from the thematic uniformity of subjects and direct objects.
Logical subjects are consistently realized as surface subjects, whether they occur in
the nominative in direct constructions or in the dative in inversion constructions.
Logical direct objects show the same consistency, whether they occur in the dative
in direct constructions or in the nominative in inversion construction. Yet thematic
uniformity does not extend to indirect objects. Although logical indirect objects are
realized as dative-marked grammatical indirect objects in direct constructions, they
can only be realized as postpositional objects in inversion constructions.
It might appear that traditional and quirky valence analyses both stipulate the
idiosyncratic properties of inversion constructions but at diﬀerent grammatical levels. Whereas a traditional analysis assigns a construction-speciﬁc mapping between
participant roles and grammatical relations, the alternative speciﬁes exceptional
case and agreement features. Some constraints, notably the restrictions on the verbs
that participate in inversion, can be incorporated within either type of account.
Speciﬁcally, unaccusative verbs will be excluded from inversion constructions if inversion is formulated as a rule that targets logical subjects (Harris ), as in the
passive constructions above. However, diﬀerences between these accounts emerge
when their eﬀects on the Georgian grammatical system as a whole are taken into account. A traditional analysis introduces a single construction-speciﬁc association
between logical subjects and indirect objects, from which most of the properties
of inversion constructions follow, directly or indirectly. In contrast, a thematically


uniform analysis signiﬁcantly complicates the morphosyntactic system by introducing a novel valence pattern with idiosyncratic case and agreement properties.
This core diﬀerence reﬂects a more basic disagreement about the organization
of the Georgian conjugational system. A quirky valence approach associates each
of the three inﬂectional series in Georgian with a distinctive valence pattern. The
ﬁrst (Future/Present) series is associated with the nominative-dative pattern in (a).
This direct pattern is taken to be inverted in the third (Perfect/Evidential) series,
which exhibits the dative-nominative pattern in (b). The second (Aorist) series
introduces yet another distinctive pattern, which is illustrated in (). In this series,
logical subjects are realized as ‘ergative’ (or ‘narrative’) subjects and trigger subject
agreement, while logical direct objects occur as nominative objects, unindexed for
agreement. Logical indirect objects are realized as dative indirect objects and trigger
indirect object agreement.
()

Case and agreement in the Aorist series (Tschenkéli : )
St’udent’ma misc’era
amxanags
c’erili.
student.erg 3io.write.3su comrade.dat letter.nom
‘The student wrote a letter to his comrade.’

From a traditional perspective, there are only two morphosyntactic patterns in
Georgian. The examples in () both conform to a nominative-dative pattern, in
which nominative is associated with the highest grammatical relation (the subject)
and dative is associated with direct and indirect objects. The Aorist pattern in ()
disrupts this pattern by associating the grammatical subject with ergative case, leaving nominative to be associated with the highest remaining grammatical relation,
which is now the direct object. Grammatical indirect objects are marked dative, as
they are in all series in which they can occur. Overall, there is a default nominativedative valence pattern that interacts thematically with the demotion of the logical
subject in the Perfect series and grammatically with the distinctive ergative marking
of grammatical subjects in the Aorist series.

.

Thematic inversion

The present subsection sets out the beneﬁts of a traditional account in more detail.
As noted above, treating the logical subject in an inversion construction as a surface
indirect object accounts immediately for the case and agreement properties of the
dative and nominative arguments. This analysis assimilates the morphosyntactic
properties of the Perfect construction in (b) to the Future pattern in (a) by maintaining a uniform association between surface grammatical relations and case and



agreement properties. In both constructions, nominative arguments are syntactic subjects, indexed by subject agreement markers. Dative arguments are syntactic
objects or indirect objects, indexed by objective agreement markers.
Treating the logical subject as a grammatical indirect object also contributes to
an account of the form of the other arguments in inversion constructions. In constructions with a logical direct object, the ‘demotion’ of the logical subject induces
the ‘promotion’ of the logical object to the status of a surface subject, again mirroring the pattern in passives. Hence the logical objects c’rili ‘letter’ in the ditransitive
(b) and surati ‘picture’ in transitive (b) both surface with the case and agreement
properties appropriate to a surface subject.
() Future and Perfect transitives (Tschenkéli : )
a. Mxat’vari daxat’avs
surats.
painter.nom 3do.paint.3su picture.dat
‘The painter will paint a picture.’
b. Mxat’vars dauxat’avs surati.
painter.dat 3io.paint.3su picture.nom
‘The painter (apparently) has painted a picture.’
Treating the dative argument as an indirect object also oﬀers an explanation for
the selective detransitivizing eﬀect of inversion. As examples () and () show,
inversion does not invariably reduce the number of grammatical relations that are
directly governed by a verb. The logical subject and object in the transitive Future
construction in (a) are also expressed as verbal dependents in the corresponding
Perfect construction in (b), albeit with the characteristic ‘inversion’ of case and
agreement properties. The logical subject of the ‘absolute’ intransitive cek’va ‘dance
is likewise realized as nominative Merabi in the Present construction in (a), and
as the dative dependent Merabs in the Perfect in (b).
() Present and Perfect ‘absolute’ intransitives (Harris : f.)
a. Merabi
cek’vavs.
Merab.nom dance.3su
‘Merab is dancing.’
b. Merabs
ucek’via.
Merab.dat 3io.dance.3su
‘Merab apparently (has) danced.’


The analyses of Georgian in Wunderlich () and Joppen-Hellwig () adopt a similarly direct
mapping between grammatical relations and morphological properties.

Following traditional descriptions, the term ‘transitive’ is reserved for verbs that govern a direct
object. Intransitive verbs are divided into two classes: ‘absolute’ verbs, which just govern a subject,
and ‘relative’ verbs, which also select an indirect object.



Yet, as discussed above, a logical indirect object cannot be realized as a direct
verbal dependent in inversion constructions. This restriction is illustrated by the
form of the ‘goal’ dependents in () and (). In the ditransitive Future clause in (a),
the logical indirect object amxanags is realized as a dative verbal dependent, which
is indexed on the verb. The non-subject dependent p’ropesors in the intransitive
Present clause in (a) also occurs in the dative and is again indexed on the verb.
But in the corresponding Perfect clauses, both dependents are obligatorily realized
as postpositional objects, which do not trigger verbal agreement. In (b), amxanagis
occurs as the genitive argument of tvis ‘for’, whereas in (b), p’ropesor occurs as the
dative argument of tan ‘to’.
()

Present and Perfect ‘relative’ intransitives (Tschenkéli : )
a. St’udent’i
elap’arakeba p’ropesors.
student.nom 3io.speak.3su professor.dat
‘The student is speaking with the professor.’
b. St’udent’s ulap’arakia p’ropesor-tan.
student.dat 3io.speak.3su professor.dat-to
‘The student has (apparently) spoken with the professor.’

The evident generalization is that logical indirect objects cannot surface as indirect objects in inversion constructions. This restriction cannot be attributed to
general case, agreement or thematic constraints. Georgian freely allows multiple
dative dependents in uninverted ditransitive clauses like (a). Ditransitive verbs
also permit dative dependents to remain unindexed. In ditransitive constructions,
the verb agrees with the dative goal argument, which corresponds to an indirect
object, and the dative theme argument corresponding to a traditional direct object
remains unindexed. There is also no sense in which the agentive roles associated
with the demoted logical subjects of the inversion constructions in (b)–(b) conﬂict with the goal or recipient roles associated with the logical indirect objects in ()
and (). Rather, the operative constraint appears to apply to surface grammatical
relations: a verb that governs an indirect object in direct constructions cannot realize the corresponding dependent as an indirect object in inversion constructions.
As Harris () argues, a traditional analysis oﬀers a natural account of this restriction, given a principle – such as Stratal Uniqueness (Perlmutter and Postal )
– which independently allows at most one surface indirect object. If the logical subject is realized as a grammatical indirect object in inversion constructions, it follows
that no other argument will also be able to surface as an indirect object. The logical
indirect object must then be expressed as a more oblique dependent, which in Georgian takes the form of an object of a postposition such as tvis or tan. Two aspects of
this explanation require further elaboration to forestall possible misinterpretation.


First, it does not ultimately matter whether the dependent in question is classiﬁed
as a traditional ‘indirect object’, as a ‘-relation’ (Perlmutter and Postal ), as an
‘obj2’ (Bresnan a), as a ‘secondary object’ (Dryer ), or in other terms. What
is critical is just that this dependent is syntactically distinct from subjects and direct
objects, and is not merely a thematically restricted subclass of objects, as in later LFG
accounts (Bresnan et al. ). Second, the observation that Stratal Uniqueness is as
relevant to indirect objects as it is to subjects and direct objects in Georgian does not
imply that a similar constraint must apply in all languages, or even that all languages
contain indirect objects. There are languages in which indirect objects do not appear to be motivated, either because they are absent altogether or because they can
be characterized in terms of case marking (Alsina ) or thematic status (Bresnan
and Zaenen ) within a larger class of objects. However, these patterns do not
undermine the relevance of indirect objects in languages, such as Georgian, where
these objects play a central syntactic role.
An analysis that associates logical subjects with grammatical indirect objects
also oﬀers a principled account for restrictions on participating verb types. If inversion targets logical subjects, it should not apply to verbs that lack logical subjects,
just as in the passive constructions discussed in Section . Thus there is a clear expectation that unaccusative verbs should again not occur in inversion constructions.
Georgian grammars conventionally recognize a class of ‘passive’ verbs, containing
passives, inchoatives and other types of unaccusatives. Example (a) illustrates one
type of true passive, corresponding to the active transitive in (a).
() Future and Perfect ‘absolute’ passives (Tschenkéli : /)
a. Surati
ixat’eba.
painting.nom paint.3su
‘The picture will be painted.’
b. Surati
uk’ve daxat’uliq’o
painting.nom already paint.3su
‘The picture (apparently) has been painted.’
Passive verbs have full conjugational paradigms, which include evidential Perfect forms such as daxat’uliq’o in (b). However, as Harris () observes, Perfect
constructions containing unaccusative verbs do not exhibit case and agreement inversion. In both the Present (a) and the Future (b), the logical object surati
‘picture’ surfaces as a nominative grammatical subject. Unaccusatives with indirect
objects show a similar pattern. As in (), the logical object masc’avlebeli ‘teacher’
surfaces as a nominative grammatical subject in the Present and Perfect constructions in (). Moreover, in contrast to the Perfect constructions in (b) and (b),
the logical indirect object moc’apes ‘pupil’ in (b) surfaces as a grammatical indirect


object, which is marked dative and triggers indirect object agreement on the verb.
() Present and Perfect ‘relative’ unaccusatives (Tschenkéli : )
a. Masc’avlebeli udzavrdeba moc’apes.
teacher.nom 3io.angers.3su pupil.dat
‘The teacher grows angry at the pupil.’
b. Masc’avlebeli gasdzavrebia moc’apes.
teacher.nom 3io.angers.3su pupil.dat
‘The teacher (apparently) has grown angry at the pupil.’
Voice alternations in other verb classes conﬁrm the role of logical subjects. Georgian contains a class of ‘indirect’ or ‘aﬀective’ verbs, which exhibit inversion throughout their entire conjugational paradigm. This is shown in the Present construction
in (a), where the logical subject of sduls ‘hates’ is realized as a dative indirect object
and the logical object as a nominative surface subject. Yet as Harris (, ) notes,
the passive counterparts of indirect verbs do not exhibit inversion. Instead, as (b)
illustrates, the logical objects of indirect passives surface as grammatical subjects, as
happens with other unaccusatives.
() Present and Passive ‘indirect’ verbs (Harris : )
a. Vanos
sdzuls
direkt’ori.
Vano.dat 3io.hate.3su director.nom
‘Vano hates the director.’
b. Direkt’ori šedzulebulia.
teacher.nom hate.3su
‘The director is hated.’
In sum, treating inversion as a non-canonical mapping between logical arguments and surface grammatical relations oﬀers a natural account of the form of
inversion constructions and the restrictions on inversion.

.

The conjugational system of Georgian

An overview of the conjugational system of Georgian further clariﬁes how a demotional treatment of inversion conforms to general morphosyntactic patterns within
the language. The system is deﬁned in large part by four conjugations (Aronson
) or classes (Harris ) and three basic inﬂectional series. Although the conjugations are true form classes, deﬁned in terms of Future and Aorist principal parts

Harris () provides additional support for a traditional analysis, based on a range of phenomena, including ‘Object Camouﬂage’, which is discussed in more detail in Section ...



((Harris : ); Blevins (: §)) it is more informative to refer to conjugations
in terms of the associated valence classes in Table . The ﬁrst conjugation consists
mainly of transitive verbs. The second ‘passive’ conjugation contains mostly unaccusative intransitives, which are often derived from ﬁrst conjugation transitives.
The third ‘medial’ conjugation mainly contains unergative intransitives. The fourth
‘indirect’ conjugation consists of verbs that exhibit thematic inversion in all series.
Conjugation

Valence Class






Transitive
Unaccusative
Unergative
Indirect

Example
daxat’avs
darčeba
icek’vebs
mosc’ons

‘s/he will paint it’
‘s/he will remain’
‘s/he will dance’
‘s/he likes it’

Table : Georgian verb classes (cf. Tschenkéli (: ); Harris (: ))
The inﬂectional series contain sets of paradigms, traditionally termed screeves.
It is again more mnemonic to refer to these series by their tense/aspect properties
than by the usual Roman numerals I, II and III. The Present series (Series I) consists of subseries that contain present and future screeves. The Aorist series (Series
II) contains aorist screeves, and the Perfect/Evidential series (Series III) contains
inverted screeves(i.e. screeves that exhibit inversion), which are residually perfect
in form but usually evidential in meaning. The basic organization of series and
screeves is summarized in Table .
Series

‘Tense’

Nonpast

Past

Subjunctive

I
I
II
III

Present
Future
Aorist
Perfect

Present Indicative Imperfect
Conjunctive Present
Future Indicative Conditional Conjunctive Future
Aorist Indicative
Optative
Present perfect
Pluperfect

Table : Classiﬁcation of Georgian screeves (Aronson : )



This classiﬁcation departs from Aronson () in substituting ‘subjunctive’ for his label ‘modal’
and in treating the present perfect as a nonpast rather than as a past screeve.



.. Valence patterns
Each tense/aspect series is associated with distinctive patterns of agreement and case
government. The patterns exhibited by transitive and unergative verbs in the Aorist
and Present series are shown in ().
() Direct unergative patterns (Tschenkéli : )
a. St’udent’ma misc’era
amxanags
c’erili.
student.erg 3io.write.3su comrade.dat letter.nom
‘The student wrote a letter to his comrade.’
b. St’udent’i
misc’ers
amxanags
c’erils.
student.nom 3io.write.3su comrade.dat letter.dat
‘The student is writing a letter to his comrade.’
Example (a) illustrates pattern ‘A’, which is characteristic of the Aorist series. In
this pattern, the grammatical subject occurs in the ergative, the object occurs in the
nominative, and the indirect object occurs in the dative. Example (b), repeated
from (a), exhibits pattern ‘B’, which is associated with the Present series. In this
pattern, the grammatical subject is nominative, and the object and indirect object
are both dative. Both patterns exhibit a ‘direct’ (i.e. non-inverted) correspondence
between logical arguments and surface grammatical relations, and a direct relation
between surface relations and case patterns, as summarized in Table .

A
B

Subject

Object

Indirect Object

erg
nom

nom
dat

dat
dat

Table : Direct valence patterns in Georgian
One should not read too much into the traditional case labels ‘ergative’ and ‘dative’ in Table . As Tschenkéli (: ) remarks, “the so-called ergative” is “also
named the active or narrative”. Hence the use of the case label ‘ergative’ does not
imply that ergative arguments enter into an ergative/absolutive opposition (Anderson ), rather than an active/inactive opposition (Harris , ). Tschenkéli’s
use of the term ‘dative/accusative’ for the case that is often glossed simply as ‘dative’
likewise underscores the fact that there is no distinct accusative form in Georgian,
so that the dative may mark direct as well as indirect objects.
Unaccusative verbs exhibit a slightly diﬀerent association with the patterns in
Table . In the present series, unaccusative verbs, like their unergative counterparts,


follow pattern B. This is shown by the Present form ec’ereba in (b), which selects a
nominative subject and a dative indirect object. In the Aorist series, unaccusatives
diﬀer markedly from their unergative counterparts. Whereas unergative (and transitive) verbs follow pattern A in the Aorist series, unaccusatives again follow pattern
B. Hence the Aorist form miec’era in (a) selects a nominative subject, which differs from the ergative subject selected by misc’era in (a) and thereby neutralizes
the contrast with the subject of the Present unaccusative in (b).
() Direct unaccusative patterns (Tschenkéli : )
a. C’erili
miec’era
p’ropesors.
letter.nom 3io.written.3su professor.dat
‘The letter was written to the professor.’
b. C’erili
ec’ereba
p’ropesors.
letter.nom 3io.written.3su professor.dat
‘The letter is (being) written to the professor.’
Unaccusatives also conform to pattern B in the Perfect series, as illustrated by
the examples in (), which are repeated from (b) and (b). Although Perfect
forms of unaccusative verbs carry the same evidential meaning as unaccusatives,
they govern nominative subjects and dative indirect objects. Hence in all series,
unaccusatives conform to pattern B.
() Perfect ‘absolute’ and ‘relative’ passives (Tschenkéli : )
a. Surati
uk’ve daxat’uliq’o
painting.nom already paint.3su
‘The picture (apparently) has been painted.’
b. Masc’avlebeli gasdzavrebia moc’apes.
teacher.nom 3io.angers.3su pupil.dat
‘The teacher (apparently) has grown angry at the pupil.’
In direct constructions, agreement, like case, is conditioned by surface grammatical relations. To avoid prejudging the analysis of inversion constructions , agreement markers are described in Table  using the form-based terms in Tuite ()
and Anderson (). The v-and m-sets are each identiﬁed by their sg marker and
the h-set by its sg marker.
As summarized in Table , v-set markers index ergative subjects in pattern A,
and the nominative subjects in pattern B. The m-set markers index the nominative
object in pattern A and the dative direct object in pattern B. The h-set markers index
dative indirect objects in both patterns.


The dashes in Table  represent verb stems, commas separate morphologically conditioned alternants, and slashes separate phonologically conditioned variants.



sg
pl
sg
pl
sg
pl

v-set

m-set

h-set

v—
v— t
—
—t
— s,a,o
— an/en,es,nen

m—
gv—
g—
g—t
—
—

m—
gv—
g—
g—t
h/s—
h/s—

Table : Basic agreement marker sets

A
B

v-set

m-set

h-set

erg
nom

nom
dat

dat
dat

Table : Direct case and agreement correlations

.

The locus of Inversion

Inversion arises in two places in the conjugational system of Georgian. In the Perfect series of transitive and unergative verbs, logical subjects occur in the dative
and condition h-set agreement. The logical objects of transitive verbs occur in the
nominative and condition v-set agreement. Logical indirect objects cannot be realized as direct verbal arguments and must be expressed by postpositional phrases.
Each of these properties is illustrated in (a), repeated from (b). The class of ‘indirect’verbs, which express psychological states and modal meanings, also exhibit
inversion. Yet, unlike transitive and unergative verbs, indirect verbs exhibit inversion in all series, as illustrated by the inverted Present construction in (b).
() Inversion constructions (Tschenkéli : /)
a. St’udent’s miuc’eris
amxanagis-tvis c’erili.
student.dat 3io.write.3su comrade.gen-for letter.nom
‘The student has (apparently) written a letter to his comrade.’
b. Mamas
uq’vars
švili.
Father.dat 3io.love.3su child.nom
‘The father loves the child.’
Inversion constructions clearly disrupt the canonical association between logical arguments and morphosyntactic case and agreement properties. The primary


analytical choice concerns the locus of this inversion; whether it occurs (i) in the
mapping from logical to surface argument structure, or (ii) in the association between surface arguments and morphosyntactic processes.
..

Morphosyntactic inversion

On the second alternative, inversion exhibits a ‘quirky’ valence pattern ‘C’, in which
“the grammatical subject … is in the dative case” and “the object is in the nominative” (Aronson : ). This analysis maintains a uniform mapping between logical arguments and grammatical relations, since the logical subject is consistently
realized as a surface subject and the logical object as a grammatical direct object.
However, as Table  shows, pattern C disrupts the relation between surface argument structure and morphosyntactic properties in a highly pattern-speciﬁc way.
Subject
A
B
C

erg
nom
dat

v-set
v-set
h-set

Logical Subject

Object
nom
dat
nom

m-set
m-set
v-set

Logical Object

Indirect Object
dat
dat

h-set
h-set
—

Logical Indirect Object

Table : Quirky valence (Aronson (: ); (Anderson : ))
Dative subjects that trigger h-set agreement are unique to pattern C, as are nominative direct objects that trigger v-set agreement. The recognition of a new valence
pattern also oﬀers no principled explanation for the fact that the logical indirect object cannot be realized as a grammatical indirect object in pattern C. If the dative
argument is treated as subject or, at any rate, as something other than an indirect
object, there is no evident motivation for the demotion of the logical indirect object,
given that pattern B permits multiple datives. Because each argument in pattern C
diﬀers from corresponding arguments in A and B, there is no way to assimilate C to
either of the other patterns. Hence a quirky valence analysis of inversion introduces
a third basic pattern into the morphological system in Table .
In short, quirky valence maintains thematic uniformity at the cost of recognizing a third morphological pattern that is distinct in fundamental respects from patterns A and B. It is a matter of execution whether these diﬀerences are expressed directly, by pattern-speciﬁc rules, or indirectly, for example, by means of disjunctive
case and agreement rules that apply to structured morphosyntactic representations
with expedient empty layers, along the lines suggested by Anderson (, ﬀ.). In



Transitive

Unaccusative

Unergative

Indirect

B
A
C

B
B
B

B
A
C

C
C
C

Present
Aorist
Perfect

Table : Correlations between patterns, series and conjugations

either case, the postulation of morphosyntactic inversion signiﬁcantly complicates
the description of the case and agreement system of Georgian.
..

Thematic inversion

A traditional analysis proceeds from the observation that there are at most two distinct morphological patterns in Georgian. Correlating case and agreement, as in
Table , identiﬁes the case-agreement correspondence in pattern C as a subcase of
the pattern B correspondence. Pattern C can then be fully assimilated to pattern B
if, as in a traditional account, the nominative is treated as a grammatical subject and
the dative as an indirect object.

A
B
(C)

Subject

Object

Indirect Object

v-set
erg
nom
nom

m-set
nom
dat
—

h-set
dat
dat
dat

Table : Traditional grammatical analyses (Tschenkéli ; Harris )
The analysis in Table  highlights the close relation between grammatical relations and case and agreement properties established by a traditional account. Ergative case is associated with subjects in pattern A, and dative case is associated with
indirect objects in general. Nominative is associated with the highest available ‘nuclear term’ (Perlmutter and Postal b: ). The relation between agreement markers and surface grammatical relations is even more direct. The v-set markers index
grammatical subjects, the m-set markers index direct objects and the h-set markers
index indirect objects. This correspondence is indeed so direct that one can dispense entirely with the designations ‘v-set’, ‘m-set’ and ‘h-set’ markers in favour of
the more informative terms ‘subject’, ‘object’ and ‘indirect object’ markers, which


are adopted in Tschenkéli (), Harris (), Aronson () and Hewitt ().
More generally, a traditional account brings out the morpho-thematic basis of
patterns that appear arbitrary on a quirky valence account. On the analysis in Table , the distinction between patterns B and C are purely morpho-thematic. In
direct constructions conforming to pattern B, the logical subject is realized as a surface subject. In the inverted constructions that are assigned to pattern C, the logical
subject is realized as an indirect object. Given this contrast, the other diﬀerences
between patterns B and C follow from general morphosyntactic conventions.
Assimilating pattern C to pattern B also identiﬁes the ‘morpho-thematic’ basis
of the contrast between patterns A and B. As Table  shows, the alternation between
pattern A and the general pattern B is conﬁned to the Aorist series. Like the varia-

Present
Aorist
Perfect

Transitive

Unaccusative

Unergative

Indirect

B
A
B

B
B
B

B
A
B

B
B
B

Table : Revised correspondences between series and classes
tion between patterns B and C, the alternation between A and B correlates with the
realization of logical subjects. Harris (: ) expresses the correlation between
argument structure and case marking in the Aorist series associating ergative case
with grammatical subjects that correspond to initial (or, in present terms, logical)
subjects. Transitive and unergative verbs both select logical subjects that surface
as grammatical subjects, so these subjects are marked ergative. Unaccusative verbs
lack logical subjects altogether, and the logical subjects of indirect verbs are realized
as indirect objects. So the grammatical subjects of unaccusative and indirect verbs
occur in the nominative, in accordance with the default case marking conventions
in Georgian.

.

Inversion as demotion

The preceding discussion identiﬁes the motivation for a traditional analysis that
treats the dative nominal in an inversion construction as an indirect object. On
this account, there is one set of general case and agreement conventions, correlated
with surface grammatical relations, and two types of thematically-conditioned deviations. There is, in particular, one set of basic agreement conventions and a default
pattern of case marking. The resulting description simpliﬁes individual morphosyntactic patterns in Georgian while bringing out the organization of the whole system.


The present section now outlines how a correspondence-based model captures
and extends the insights of traditional analyses. The contribution of this type of
model lies partly in the factorization that it oﬀers. Deﬁning ‘logical’ argument structure in thematic terms expresses the central role that semantic properties play in
guiding argument realization. The level of ‘surface’ grammatical relations is likewise the natural locus of syntactic and morphosyntactic phenomena, such as agreement and case government. The division of grammatical labour between levels is
largely attributable to intrinsic diﬀerences between the types of elements that comprise each level, rather than to constraints that stipulate which kinds of phenomena
are conditioned by elements at diﬀerent levels or strata. This factorization permits
a more detailed treatment of case and agreement patterns than in traditional or in
RG accounts, while highlighting parallels with formally similar constructions.
.. Relational demotion
As with passivization, the principal challenge for a traditional account lies in characterizing the levels of ‘logical’ and ‘grammatical’ argument structure and in specifying the principles that associate these levels. The account in Harris () construes
logical and grammatical arguments in terms of initial and ﬁnal grammatical relations proposed within RG. Logical arguments are represented at the initial stratum
of a relational network, where a logical subject bears a ‘’ (subject) relation, a logical
direct object bears an initial ‘’ (object) relation and a logical indirect object bears
an initial ‘’ (indirect object) relation. The relations assigned in the ﬁnal stratum of
a network represent the surface argument structure that mainly conditions case and
agreement patterns. Harris formulates the inversion rule as a process that demotes
an initial subject to a ﬁnal indirect object, and attributes the promotion of the object
to an independent rule of Unaccusative Advancement:
According to this hypothesis, Inversion is a single process:
c.

Inversion Subject → Indirect Object.

The initial indirect object is put en chômage, according to the Chômeur
Condition. The direct object advances to subject, by Unaccusative Advancement. Inversion proper is just the process of a subject becoming
an indirect object. (Harris : )
Figure : Inversion as a rule of grammar
To account for the fact that unaccusative verbs do not undergo inversion, Harris
restricts the application of inversion to initial subjects.



()

The Initial Subject Constraint on Inversion (Harris : )
Inversion applies only to initial subjects

A relational demotion analysis captures the insights of traditional accounts and
extends these accounts by oﬀering general explanations for patterns of advancement, and for restrictions on the application of the inversion rule. The main objection to this analysis presented by proponents of the thematically uniform alternative
objects that relational demotion treats inversion structures as “reﬂect[ing] an actual
change in syntactic structure” (Anderson : ). Harris’ analysis is open to this
objection because of the fact that the each of the strata in a relational network are
classiﬁed as syntactic in orthodox RG models. However, it is important to recognize
that this is in large part a meta-criticism, which is directed more at a derivational interpretation of RG than at the speciﬁc treatment of inversion in Harris (). It is of
course true that RG was developed as a derivational syntactic model and that Harris
() adopts this perspective. But, at the same time, it must be acknowledged that
RG analyses tend to make fairly minimal reference to constituency, word order or
other features of syntactic ‘arrangement’, in the sense of Bloomﬁeld (). Hence
many of the patterns of promotion and demotion within RG analyses correspond
to (and can be reinterpreted as) lexical alternations, in which strata correspond to
diﬀerent aspects or dimensions of the argument structure of a predicate.
This point is particularly relevant to the analysis of inversion in Harris ().
The relational networks in this analysis contain almost no information about the
form or arrangement of syntactic dependents, and mainly express alternations in
the patterns of government or argument selection associated with verbs belonging
to diﬀerent lexical classes and inﬂectional series. The treatment of these alternations
does not depend in any fundamental way on the idea that inversion “reﬂects an actual change in syntactic structure”. Instead, only the ﬁnal stratum of grammatical
relations in a relational network need be regarded as syntactic, since this is the level
at which grammatical relation assignments interact with surface syntactic properties. The properties represented at earlier strata can then be classiﬁed as part of the
lexico-thematic argument structure of the main predicate in a relational network.
A second object is that, by disrupting the canonical association between logical arguments and syntactic functions, traditional accounts sacriﬁce the thematic
uniformity of analyses that treat inversion as a quirky valence pattern. On thematically uniform analyses, logical subjects are consistently realized as surface subjects
in all constructions, inverted as well as direct. Hence the thematic properties that
are taken to deﬁne logical subjects can be used to identify grammatical subjects. Yet
thematic uniformity is not a property that would necessarily be expected to hold
across constructions, particularly constructions that exhibit a contrast between the
declarative mood of direct forms and evidential mood associated with inversion.


Moreover, few of the distinctive grammatical properties of inversion constructions
follow from quirky valence analyses. Classifying logical subjects as dative-marked
subjects provides no basis for the selective detransitivizing eﬀect of inversion. As
the examples in Section . show, a logical indirect object can surface as a dative argument in a ditransitive construction with a dative direct object, or in an inversion
construction with a nominative subject. It is only when the logical subject is realized
with the case and agreement properties of an indirect object that the logical indirect
object must be expressed as a postpositional object. A quirky valence analysis can
of course restrict inversion to verbs that select logical subjects, as in a traditional
account. But imposing this restriction produces an analysis on which logical subjects, however they are distinguished, are mapped onto grammatical subjects with
the form and agreement properties of indirect objects in the Perfect series.
..

Thematic demotion

Consequently, the objections to an analysis based on relational demotion can be
met by recasting the central insights of a traditional analysis in terms of thematic
demotion within a correspondence-based approach to argument structure. As with
the passive alternation, the process of inversion can be expressed in nearly any approach that distinguishes ‘logical’ and ‘grammatical’ levels of argument structure.
One could reformulate the analysis of inversion within a correspondence-based version of RG, along the lines suggested in Blevins (). Some, though not all, prerequisites of this analysis are also present in the approaches to argument structure
developed within lexicalist frameworks, as discussed in Section . below.
However, the model of argument structure proposed in the analysis of passivation in Section  permits a similarly transparent formulation of inversion. Georgian
inversion is a canonical demotion, as it disrupts a default pattern of realization that
would preserve the prominence of a logical argument. Like passivization, it singles
out the logical subject for demotion. Yet unlike passivization, which inhibits an association between the the logical subject and any term relation, inversion associates
the logical subject with the non-nuclear term iobj, as represented in Figure .
The eﬀect of inversion is shown by the contrast between the direct structure assigned with the Future construction (a) in Figure a, and the inverted structure
assigned to the Perfect (b) in Figure b. In Figure a, the logical subject Ag is
associated with the subj relation and the logical object Pat with the obj, again reﬂecting the default patterns of argument selection in Dowty (). In Figure b,
the inversion rule associates the logical subject with the indirect object iobj. This

A counterpart of the dissociative passive analysis in Figure  is also possible. On this account
inversion inhibits an association between the logical subject and a nuclear term relation, so that the
association with an indirect object reﬂects the default association with the highest available relation.



Ag
|
iobj
Figure : Thematic Inversion
a. daxat’avs ⟨ Ag
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
obj

b. dauxat’avs ⟨ Ag
|
iobj

Pat ⟩
|
subj

Figure : Future and Perfect transitive structures

demotion induces the promotion of the logical object to an association with the
highest available relation, the grammatical subject, subj.
As in the analysis of passivization in Section , inversion represents a systematic deviation from default patterns of argument realization. The alternation between direct and inverted patterns can be characterized entirely with respect to the
argument structure of individual predicates, so there no sense in which inversion
involves an notion of “syntactic restructuring” (Anderson : ).
..

Argument realization in Georgian

In order to extend this analysis to the full range of patterns summarized above, it
is necessary to specify argument structures in slightly greater detail. There are two
basic approaches to correspondence-based models of argument structure. A direct
approach deﬁnes a native prominence ranking on each of the levels of analysis and
speciﬁes principles that relate elements at diﬀerent levels. Models of RG, Headdriven Phrase Structure Grammar (Manning and Sag ) and many of the initial
role-based accounts adopt versions of this strategy. A more indirect approach deﬁnes a native order on one level, usually the thematic level, and then projects that
order by associating features or other properties with roles. This strategy is best exempliﬁed by models of Lexical Mapping Theory within LFG (Bresnan et al. ).
There is often a fairly transparent correspondence between the components of these
models, down to the level of argument classiﬁcation. The intertranslatability between RG and LFG classiﬁcations is illustrated in Table ; the only substantive point
of disagreement concerns the status of indirect objects, as discussed in Section ..
The principles that map between levels in correspondence-based models tend
to preserve thematic prominence, just as relational networks preserve grammatical
relation assignments across strata by default. The one systematic exception involves


subj
obj
iobj/obj
obl

Term

Nuclear Term

Objective Relation

r(estricted)

o(bjective)

✓
✓
✓
✗

✓
✓
✗
✗

✗
✓
✓
✗

–
–
+
+

–
+
+
–

Table : Correspondences between RG and LMT classiﬁcations

indirect objects. Logical indirect objects are relatively prominent thematically, in
Dowty’s () terms containing more Proto-Agent properties than logical direct
objects interpreted as patients or themes. Yet, in Georgian as in many languages,
logical indirect objects are realized as the non-nuclear term iobj. This mismatch,
represented in Figure , captures the intuition underlying the notion of a ‘– retreat’ in RG (Perlmutter and Postal b: ) while locating the alternation in the
mapping from logical to grammatical levels of argument structure. Given the general intertranslatability of analysis, it is useful to adopt a relatively generic description of argument structure that largely abstracts away from theory-dependent assumptions and highlights properties of Georgian inversion constructions.
a. daxat’avs ⟨ Ag
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
obj

b. misc’ers ⟨ Ag
|
subj

Pat
|
iobj

Pat ⟩
|
obj

Figure : Default transitive and ditransitive alignment

..

Inversion

The inverted counterparts of the structures in Figure  are given in Figure .
a. dauxat’avs ⟨ Ag
|
iobj

Pat ⟩
|
subj

b. miuc’ers ⟨ Ag
|
iobj

Pat
|
obl

Pat ⟩
|
subj

Figure : Inverted transitive and ditransitive alignment
The promotion of the logical direct objects to associations with grammatical


subj relations in Figure  follows the same pattern as passives. However, the demotion of the logical indirect object in Figure b exhibits distinctive properties of
inversion constructions. The default association with the grammatical iobj is disrupted by the inversion rule, which maps the logical subject onto the iobj relation.
No other iobj relation is available on the assumption that, in Georgian at least, relations are unique at the grammatical level of an argument structure. This assumption
falls under the Stratal Uniqueness Law in RG (Perlmutter and Postal b: ).
The explanation for the observation that the logical indirect object cannot be
promoted to an association with a grammatical direct object shows the greatest
theory-dependency. In RG accounts, the logical indirect object will be an an initial
iobj, and the ﬁnal association of the logical subject with iobj will place the logical indirect object en chômage, precluding reassociation with any term relation. In LMT,
the logical indirect object will be speciﬁed as [+r], which bars association with a [–r]
obj (though not with a [+r] obj ). A generic version of this condition would key
the incompatibility between logical indirect objects and grammatical obj relations
in inversion to the same properties (e.g., Proto-Agent properties) that determine the
association with grammatical iobjs rather than objs in direct constructions.
The lack of an available term relation leaves only the option of oblique realization
for the logical indirect object. Since oblique relations are expressed as postpositional
dependents in Georgian, the logical indirect object is expressed with tvis ‘for’ in (b).
In sum, the contrast between the Present structures in Figure  and the Perfect counterparts in Figure  shows how inversion disrupts the default realization
of the logical arguments. The demotion of the logical subject to a grammatical
iobj induces the advancement of the logical object to grammatical subj and forces
the logical indirect object to be realized as an optional postpositional oblique. The
structures in Figure , corresponding to the Present and Perfect unergatives in (),
exhibit a parallel pattern. The Proto-Patient in Figure  is again classiﬁed as logical
indirect object (or as a restricted role). This classiﬁcation ensures that it is realized
as a grammatical iobj, not as an object, in the direct example in (a)/Figure a,
and as an obl relations, not as a grammatical subj, in (b)/Figure b.
a. elap’arakeba ⟨ Ag
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
iobj

b. ulap’arakia ⟨ Ag
|
iobj

Pat ⟩
|
obl

Figure : Direct and inverted argument realization in unergatives

It would also be covered by the Function-Argument Biuniqueness condition in LFG (Bresnan
: ) if indirect objects were treated on a par with subjects and direct objects.



The inverted structures in Figure  and Figure b explicate the detransitivizing
eﬀect of inversion. Following the demotion of the logical subject, the logical object
must advance, to be realized as the grammatical subject. But the logical indirect
object can neither advance, to be realized as the grammatical object, nor surface as
an indirect object. Hence an inverted verb governs one fewer grammatical relations
than a direct counterpart. In unergative verbs, inversion leads to a surface structure
with an indirect object and an optional postpositional dependent. However, the
structures of Perfect unergative verbs contain no grammatical subject, in violation
of the Final  Law of RG and the Subject Condition of LFG.
Indirect verbs exhibit a similar pattern of inverted argument realization, but
in all series, suggesting that an inverted argument structure is a lexically property
of this class of predicates. As the Present form in (a) shows, logically transitive
indirect verbs pattern with Perfect forms of transitive verbs. The Present form in
(b) likewise shows that logically intransitive indirect verbs pattern with Perfect
forms of unergatives.
() Inversion in the Present series of indirect verbs (Harris : /)
a. Vanos
sdzuls
direkt’ori.
Vano.dat 3io.hate.3su director.nom
‘Vano hates the director.’
b. Bavšvs uxaria.
child.dat 3io.be-happy.3su.
‘The child is happy.’
In the structure assigned to sduls ‘hates’ in Figure a, the logical subject is realized as a grammatical iobj and the logical object as a grammatical subj, just as in the
structure for dauxat’avs in Figure . The structure of intransitive uxaria ‘is happy’
in Figure b contains just a grammatical iobj and, like the structures of Perfect
unergatives, lacks a grammatical subj.
a. sduls ⟨ Ag
|
iobj

Pat ⟩
|
subj

b. uxaria ⟨ Ag ⟩
|
iobj

Figure : Argument realization in Present indirect verbs
Indirect verbs bring out the central diﬀerence between the use of discrete roles
such as agent, patient, goal, etc., and the use of cluster concepts such as Proto-Agent


Though, as argued in Blevins (), these constraints just appear to reﬂect typological biases.



and Proto-Patient. An inversion rule that targets agent roles would not normally
be expected to apply to the logical subjects of verbs like ‘be happy’ or ‘love’, which
are not canonical agents. In contrast, a rule that targets Proto-Agents would be expected to apply to indirect verbs because the logical subjects of indirect verbs will
qualify as Proto-Agents on nearly all standard deﬁnitions. Although these roles do
not exercise volitional control over the event or state denoted by an indirect verb,
they are associated with other Proto-Agent properties, such as sentience and existence independent of the event. Hence, the logical subjects of indirect verbs will be
characterized as Proto-Agents, irrespective of whether Proto-Agents are deﬁned as
participant roles (i) with more Proto-Agent properties than Proto-Patient properties (Dowty ), (ii) with more “heavily weighted” Proto-Agent than Proto-Patient
properties (Ackerman ), or even (iii) with a distinguished Proto-Agent property, such as sentience.
..

Unaccusativity

Treating inversion as a process that targets logical subjects oﬀers an explanation for
the fact that unaccusative verbs do not exhibit inversion. The ‘objectlike’ character
of the arguments of unaccusatives can be expressed in terms of proto-roles, discrete roles, initial relational assignments, or in terms of the [–r] features assigned
to patient-like roles in LMT accounts. However, following Dowty (), the argument structure of unaccusatives are distinguished by the fact that they contain
only Proto-Patient roles, as in the analysis of unaccusatives in Section .. Given
that the inversion rule in Figure  demotes Proto-Agents, it will fail to apply to unaccusatives, so that argument realization in Perfect unaccusatives will exhibit the
same default patterns as in the corresponding Present constructions. The structures
in Figure  ﬁrst illustrate the pattern in ‘absolute’ unaccusatives, exempliﬁed by ()
above, which do not select an indirect object. In the structure for Future ixat’eba ‘will
paint’ in Figure a, the Proto-Patient role is realized as the grammatical subj, due
again to the pattern expressed by Unaccusative Advancement. Because inversion
applies only to verbs that select a Proto-Agent, the Proto-Patient is also realized as
the grammatical subj in the structure for Perfect daxat’uliq’o in Figure b.
The structures in Figure  exhibit a similar pattern in ‘relative’ unaccusatives,
exempliﬁed by () above, which govern an indirect object. The structure for Present

An analysis based on discrete roles can express the same distinction by introducing a ‘cognizer’
role between the agent and the next-highest role on the thematic hierarchy. The inversion rule can
then apply to all roles above this thematic threshold, for example, to all roles that are more prominent
than benefactive in the hierarchy in (). On both alternatives, the inversion rule targets roles that are
associated with all Proto-Agent properties except volitionality, though an analysis based on discrete
roles expresses this generalization by reifying a partial bundle of proto-properties as a participant role.



a. ixat’eba ⟨ Pat ⟩
|
subj

b. daxat’uliq’o ⟨ Pat ⟩
|
subj

Figure : Argument realization in absolute unaccusatives

udzavrdeba ‘grows angry’ in Figure a realizes the most prominent Proto-Patient
role as the grammatical subj and the restricted Proto-Patient role as a grammatical
iobj. Because inversion again does not apply, argument realization in the structure
of Perfect gasdzavrebia in Figure b preserves the default pattern.
a. udzavrdeba ⟨ Pat
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
iobj

b. gasdzavrebia ⟨ Pat
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
iobj

Figure : Argument realization in relative unaccusatives
An inversion rule that targets logical subjects will also capture the alternation
between indirect verbs and their passive counterparts. The structure for Present
sduls ‘hates’ in Figure a contains a Proto-Agent that meets the prerequisites of the
inversion rule. But since the structure for the corresponding passive šedzulebulia in
Figure b contains only a Proto-Patient, it cannot undergo inversion. Instead, like
other unaccusative predicates, passives of indirect verbs exhibit the default pattern
of argument realization.
a. sduls ⟨ Ag
|
obj2

b. šedzulebulia ⟨ Pat ⟩
|
subj

Pat ⟩
|
subj

Figure : Argument realization in Present indirect verbs

.

Valence patterns

Isolating inversion in the mapping from logical to surface arguments provides a stable grammatical locus for morphosyntactic properties. As discussed in Section .,
a thematic treatment of inversion highlights the simple opposition between the valence patterns A and B in Table . The morphosyntactic properties that deﬁne these
valence patterns derive in turn from general case and agreement principles, which


A
B

subj

obj

obj2

v-set
erg
nom

m-set
nom
dat

h-set
dat
dat

Table : Valence patterns (Tschenkéli ; Harris )

are largely keyed to surface grammatical relations. The case conventions are summarized in Section .. and the basic agreement properties in Section ...
..

Case

The case alternations in Table  reﬂect the interaction of two patterns. By default,
nominative case is associated with the highest grammatical relation (subject or object) in an argument structure. However, this general pattern is disrupted by more
speciﬁc constraints on the case of subjects in the Aorist series and objects in the
Present series. The interactions are described below by a general nominative constraint, (a), which is overridden by more function-speciﬁc constraints on the ergative and dative. The constraint in (b) expresses the insight that the case traditionally termed ‘ergative’ marks ﬁnal subjects that correspond to an initial subject in the
Aorist series (Harris , ). This is precisely the type of bistratal relation that
can be expressed in terms of the thematic and grammatical levels. The constraint in
(c) ensures that nominative is only assigned to the highest unrestricted relation
by associating dative with direct objects that co-occur with a nominative subject.
The constraint in (d) represents the fact that indirect objects always occur in the
dative, irrespective of the marking of other arguments.
() Case Constraints
a. Nominative is associated with a nuclear term/unrestricted relation.
b. Ergative is associated with a subj that realizes a Proto-Agent in the Aorist.
c. Dative is associated with an obj in a structure with a nominative subj.
d. Dative is associated with an iobj.
The case patterns described by these principles are summarized in Tables  and
. This description uses the LMT features as mnemonics for classifying roles but
similar distinctions could be expressed in terms of the RG classiﬁcation in Table .
The unergative pattern, represented by the sg Present form cek’vavs ‘to dance’ is
given in Table a. In the Present series, the nominative subject conforms to the
default in (a). In the Aorist series, the ergative subject falls under (b), which


Direct
Present
Aorist
Inverted
Present

a. cek’vavs ⟨ Ag ⟩
[–o]
subj
nom
erg
obj2
dat

b. misc’ers ⟨ Ag
[–o]
subj
nom
erg
obj2
dat

Pat
[+r]
obj2
dat
dat
obl
—

Pat ⟩
[–r]
obj
dat
nom
subj
nom

Figure : Case marking with unergative and transitive verbs

associates a Proto-Agentive subject with ergative case. The dative indirect object
in the Perfect series conforms to (d), which associates all indirect objects with
the dative. The ditransitive pattern, represented by the sg Present form of ‘to write’
misc’ers is shown in Table b. The case of grammatical subjects dictates the case of
direct objects. If the subject is ergative, the object is nominative, in accordance with
(a). If the subject is nominative, the object is dative, in conformance with (b).
The distinctive property of the unaccusative structures in Figure  is the preservation of a default association between case and grammatical relations in all series. The passive ‘be painted’, represented by the Future form ixat’eba in Figure a,
uniformly governs the nominative because its sole thematic role is a Proto-Patient,
which cannot be realized by an ergative subject in the Aorist series, nor as a dative indirect object in the Perfect. The inchoative ‘grow angry’, represented by the
Present udzavrdeba in Figure b, similarly governs a nominative subject and dative
indirect object in all series.

Direct
Present
Aorist
Perfect

a. ixat’eba ⟨ Pat ⟩
[–r]
subj
nom
nom
nom

b. udzavrdeba ⟨ Pat
[–r]
subj
nom
nom
nom

Pat ⟩
[+r]
obj2
dat
dat
dat

Figure : Uniform case marking in unaccusative verbs


The association of ‘ergative’ case with subjects of intransitives indicates that it does not participate
in any kind of standard ergative/absolutive opposition. Instead, as Harris (, ) argues at length,
the ergative marking of subjects in the Aorist series identiﬁes the active members in a case opposition
of the active/inactive type.



..

Agreement

There is an even more transparent relation between agreement properties and surface grammatical relations. As shown in Section .., v-set markers encode subject
properties, m-set markers encode object properties and h-set markers encode the
properties of indirect objects. The correlation between agreement properties and
grammatical relations can be clariﬁed further if m-set markers are associated with
objective relations, as in (c).
() Realization of agreement properties
a. v-set markers realize properties of a subj.
b. h-set markers realize properties of an iobj.
c. m-set markers realize properties of an objective ([+o]) relation.
The agreement principles in () eliminate much of the redundancy between
the m-set and h-set markers in Table  and bring out more clearly the structure of
the agreement system. As the revised chart in Table  indicates, there is only one
set of indirect object preﬁxes, h/s, and no distinctive direct object markers. The
apparent homophony between the m-set and h-set markers in Table  reﬂects the
fact that each of the ‘pairs’ realize the agreement properties of the most thematically
prominent objective relation. The m-set markers realize the properties of indirect
object, if one is present, otherwise the properties of a direct object, as Tschenkéli
(: ) notes in remarking that “in verbs with  objects only a single objective
person marker can appear, which serves exclusively to express the indirect object”.

sg
pl
sg
pl
sg
pl

subj

[+o]

v—
v— t

m—
gv—
g—
g—t

—t
— s,a,o
— an/en,es,nen

iobj

h/s—
h/s—

Figure : Revised agreement marker sets
The description in Table  summarizes only the basic agreement patterns in
Georgian, and does not distinguish the realization of person from number features
or address complications due to animacy (Harris ; Tuite ) or ‘competition’
between markers (Anderson ; Stump ). These reﬁnements are mostly orthogonal to the association between agreement and argument structure, though it


is worth clarifying one source of systematic ambiguity. As indicated by the position
of markers relative to the stem ‘ —’ in Table , there are two main agreement ‘slots’
in the Georgian verb: a pre-radical slot that predominantly marks object properties and a post-radical slot that predominantly marks subject agreement properties.
The lack of a pre-radical marker identiﬁes third person objects or indirect objects
of transitive verbs and correlates with the absence of an object with intransitives.
The lack of a post-radical marker identiﬁes verbs with second person subjects, irrespective of transitivity. Hence, subjectless verbs – such as the Perfect forms of
unergatives – do not occur without a post-radical marker, but instead take a formally third person singular marker. Although this pattern is sometimes described
in terms of agreement with a ‘dummy’ element (Anderson : ), it reﬂects a
relatively familiar case of systematic ambiguity, in which third singular forms alternate between encoding the properties of a third person agreement controller and
encoding the absence of an agreement relation (Jakobson ; Blevins ).
..

Object Camouﬂage

The observation that agreement is triggered by the most thematically prominent
objective relation also suggests an account of the phenomenon of ‘Object Camouﬂage’ described in (Harris : §). In Georgian, a ditransitive verb cannot govern
an indirect object together with a ﬁrst or second person direct object. To express
this combination, the ﬁrst or second person object must be represented as a third
person object, which contains a ﬁrst or second person possessive pronoun and (the
appropriate form of) the noun tavi ‘self ’. This phenomenon is illustrated in ().
() Object Camouﬂage in Georgian (Harris : )
a. *Deda
(šen) gabarebs
masc’avlebels.
mother.nom you.dat 2ob.renders.3su teacher.dat
(‘Mother is turning you over to the teacher.’)
b. Deda
abarebs
masc’avlebels šens tavs.
mother.nom 3io.renders.3su teacher.dat your self.dat
‘Mother is turning you over to the teacher.’
Examples such as (a) above show that a ditransitive verb can govern two third
person objects. Example (a) suggests that a second person direct object cannot be
indexed on a ditransitive verb by the agreement marker g-, irrespective of whether
the object pronoun, here šen, is overtly expressed or not. Example (b) indicates
that the intended meaning of (a) can be conveyed by ‘camouﬂaging’ the second
person object as a possessive pronoun within the third person object šens tavs. Because third person direct objects are not overtly indexed on a verb, the form adarebs
is compatible with the two third person objects in (b).


Camouﬂaging ﬁrst and second person objects as third person forms provides
an intriguing solution to a problem created by the interaction of morphosyntactic
principles and morphological structure in Georgian. The most general principle is
that the agreement marking of a ﬁnite verb in Georgian must be compatible with
any grammatical relation directly governed by the verb. A more language-speciﬁc
principle is that agreement with a more thematically prominent indirect object takes
priority over agreement with a less syntactically marked direct object. The need to
assign priority arises because ditransitive verbs in Georgian have more arguments
than agreement ‘slots’. A camouﬂaging solution to this mismatch exploits the fact
that third person direct objects are not indexed on the verb.
The interaction of Object Camouﬂage and inversion also lends a measure of support to an analysis of the type outlined above. As (Harris : ) notes, “Object
Camouﬂage never applies with inversion predicates” irrespective of whether the inversion is triggered by Perfect forms or with indirect verbs. The pattern in inversion
verbs is illustrated in ().
()

Lack of Camouﬂage with Indirect Verbs (Harris : )
a. (me) momc’ons pelamuši.
me.dat 1io.like.3su pelamushi.nom
‘I like pelamushi (a food).’
b. čems tavs
mosc’ons pelamuši.
my self.dat 1io.like.3su pelamushi.nom
(‘I like pelamushi’.)

The lack of Object Camouﬂage in () requires no special explanation. In (a),
the ﬁrst person indirect object me is indexed by the ﬁrst person m-set marker m-,
while the subject pelamuši is indexed by the third person v-set marker -s. There
is no direct object to index on the verb – and, indeed, there cannot be, given the
detransitivizing eﬀect of inversion. Since there is no mismatch between arguments
and agreement slots, there is motivation for camouﬂaging a complement of a ditransitive verb as a third person form in an inversion construction. Hence the camouﬂaged alternative in (b) is unacceptable. The fact that nominative arguments
in inversion constructions do not undergo Object Camouﬂage in the presence of an
agentive indirect object also supports the traditional view that the nominatives are
not direct objects, but subjects, as their form and concord would suggest.
No special constraints are needed to regulate the interaction of inversion and
Object Camouﬂage. Given the selective detransitivizing eﬀect of inversion, inversion constructions cannot contain more direct verbal arguments than agreement


This priority is also reﬂected in the fact that (b) is acceptable if second person šen is interpreted
as the indirect object and masc’avlebels as the direct object.



slots. As in earlier treatments of valence patterns or case and agreement properties,
a correspondence-based analysis captures the intuition underlying traditional analyses, while preserving a simpliﬁed description of the morphological system, which
constitutes one of the primary beneﬁts of a traditional account.



Conclusions and implications

The main conclusions of this paper have been elaborated in the preceding discussion. The central claim is that inversion and passivization both involve a demotion
in the mapping between thematic roles and grammatical relations, not in the association between grammatical relations and case and agreement processes. Inversion,
in short, is not a ‘quirky’ valence pattern, but a non-canonical mapping of a prominent thematic role to a highly marked grammatical relation. A correspondencebased model helps to clarify the main objection to a quirky valence analysis. There
is no principled reason why Georgian could not have dative subjects in inversion
constructions. But there is no motivation for a dative subject analysis, given that
any grammatical generalizations that refer to dative subjects can be expressed in
terms of dative Proto-Agents, without the morphosyntactic disruption that dative
subjects would cause. From a correspondence-based perspective, dative subjects are
a symptom of ‘overloading’ the level surface grammatical analysis. By forcing generalizations that apply to Proto-Agents onto surface subjects, a quirky valence account
produces a more heterogeneous class of subjects and complicates morphosyntactic
patterns, with no compensating beneﬁts.

.

Grammatical relations

At the same time, inversion highlights issues of relevance to correspondence-based
models of argument structure, and to approaches to valence in general. One set
of issues concerns the treatment of grammatical relations. Any framework must
be able to distinguish indirect/secondary objects, however they choose to classify
these elements. As Georgian shows, it must also be possible to ensure that at most
one such element occurs in the argument structure of a verb in at least some languages. In addition, inversion constructions based on intransitive verbs conﬁrm
that subject-legislating constraints have no place in general theories of argument
or clause structure. A Perfect form such as ucek’via ‘danced’ in (b) governs just
a surface indirect object, in violation of the Final  Law of RG (Perlmutter and
Postal b: ), the Subject Condition of LFG (Bresnan and Kanerva : )
and counterparts in other approaches. The existence of subjectless inversion constructions merely reinforce the evidence presented by Blevins (), among others,



that subject-legislating constraints reﬂect what is at best a typological bias, and at
worst a projection of the extreme subject-prominence of English.
The generic analyses and demotion rules can be reformulated in nearly any
model of argument structure that makes available applicable notions of ‘logical subject’ and ‘grammatical indirect object’. Somewhat surprisingly, given the attention
devoted t on valence alternations, the second of these prerequisites is stubbornly
problematic in LFG. The initial formulations of LFG in Bresnan (a) do not include indirect objects among the core grammatical functions subj(ect), obj(ect),
obj2 and obl(ique). A given clause may contain at most one of each function,
as a consequence of the Uniqueness condition, which stipulates that “in a given
f-structure, a particular attribute may have at most one value” (Kaplan and Bresnan : ). Of these functions, the ‘secondary object function’ obj2 is the closest counterpart of a indirect object. But insofar as the introduction of obj2 serves
largely to permit ditransitives to govern multiple objects in ‘double object’ constructions, obj2 diﬀers from the class of dependents that are treated as indirect objects
in traditional descriptions and as -terms in RG accounts.
Indirect objects are also excluded from later versions of LFG. To describe natural classes of grammatical functions, LMT accounts introduce a slightly revised inventory of functions, subj, obj, obj and obl , deﬁned jointly in terms of features
and thematic role restrictions. As described in the chart in Table , the feature
[±r(estricted)] distinguishes ‘thematically restricted’ objects, (obj ) and obliques
(obl ) from subjects and thematically unrestricted objects. The feature [±o(bjective)]
cross-classiﬁes these functions by distinguishing objects from nonobjects. The main
diﬀerence between the atomic grammatical functions in initial versions of LFG and
the componential analyses in Table  is the replacement of the unitary grammatical
functions obj2 and obl by “obj and obl [which] represent families of relations
indexed by semantic roles, with the 𝜃 subscript representing the semantic role associated with the argument” (Dalrymple : f.).
subj
obj

r
o
r
o

obl
obj

r
o
r
o

Figure : LMT feature analyses (Bresnan and Kanerva : )
Although the introduction of thematic indexing expands the inventory of grammatical functions, dependents with the properties of indirect objects in Georgian
cannot be accommodated within the families of thematically restricted relations
represented by obj or obl . No single thematically restricted object (or oblique)
function captures the range of thematic interpretations traditionally associated with


indirect objects. Hence there is no means of expressing the fact that inversion constructions allow exactly one indirect object, because thematically restricted objects
with diﬀerent restrictions count as diﬀerent functions. As a result, neither the
Uniqueness condition of Kaplan and Bresnan () nor the subsequent FunctionArgument Biuniqueness condition of Bresnan and Kanerva () is violated by an
inversion construction in which the logical subject is realized by an obj
and
the logical indirect object is realized by an obj
. It would of course be possible to impose a constraint that allows at most one thematically restricted object in
Georgian, but that would amount to treating distinct obj s as the ‘same’ function.
Substituting proto-roles for discrete roles will not improve matters, since the
logical subject will correspond to a Proto-Agent role that is realized by an indirect
object, while the logical indirect object will correspond to a Proto-Patient. The same
diﬃculties arise if indirect objects are analyzed as thematically restricted obliques,
or sometimes as thematically restricted objects and other times as thematically restricted obliques. It is because obj and obl represent a ‘families of functions’
rather than single functions that there is no straightforward way to capture the generalization that inversion constructions allow a single indirect object.
The simplest way of integrating indirect objects into LMT is to import a basic insight from RG into the standard feature classiﬁcation. RG accounts impose
a fundamental distinction between term dependents,  (subject),  (direct object)
and  (indirect object) and non-terms. Within LMT, this split corresponds to contrast between thematically unrestricted and thematically restricted functions. In
addition, again as described in Table , RG distinguishes the nuclear terms  and
 from all other dependents, including the non-nuclear term . This distinction is
represented in Table  by the feature [±l], which is negatively speciﬁed for subj
and obj and positively speciﬁed for all other functions. The addition of this feature
permits the characterization of indirect objects as thematically unrestricted nonnuclear objects. Since this speciﬁcation represents a single function rather than a
family of functions, standard uniqueness conditions will ensure that at most one
iobj can occur in an argument structure. This modiﬁcation leaves the rest of the the
LMT classiﬁcation intact, including markedness relations between functions.
Augmenting the LMT classiﬁcation avoids the need to reanalyze previous LMT
analyses or to reexamine claims that indirect objects are absent from or unmotivated
in other languages. An extension of the kind proposed in Table  accommodates indirect objects in languages, such as Georgian, where they are motivated. But it does
not justify a general extrapolation from the Georgian evidence to the assumption
that indirect objects are present in all languages. In languages that lack dependents
of this type, the distinction between terms and nuclear terms will remain covert and
componential analyses of LMT can revert to their original formulation.



Grammatical Function
subj
obj
iobj
obl
obj

r(estricted)
–
–
–
+
+

o(bjective)
–
+
+
–
+

(ob)l(ique)
–
–
+
+
+

Table : Expanded Grammatical Relation Inventory

.

Thematic roles

A separate set of issues concern the status of logical subjects. The present account
follows Dowty () in distinguishing just Proto-Agent and Proto-Patient roles,
rather than the larger inventories recognized by accounts that follow in the Case
Grammar tradition. However, for present purposes, the diﬀerences between these
alternatives are inessential. Any generalizations that apply to Proto-Agents (or to
actor ‘macroroles’ in the sense of van Valin ()) can be recast as applying to roles
above a certain threshold in a thematic hierarchy. In either case, it is properties or
entailments that distinguish the roles that are classiﬁed as logical subjects from those
that are not. However, the notion of ‘logical subject’ relevant for inversion cannot be
deﬁned as “the most prominent semantic role of a predicator” (Bresnan : ).
The unergative cek’vavs ‘dance’ in () and the unaccusative ixat’eba ‘be painted’ in
() are both intransitive verbs, associated with a single thematic role. This role is
the only, and hence most prominent, role in the respective structures. Yet inversion
treats the role associated with unergative cek’vavs, but not the role associated with
unaccusative ixat’eba, as a logical subject. The traditional notion of logical subject
may reconstructed in terms of the content of roles or proto-roles, or in terms of features (such as [–o] or [–r]) that correlate with these properties. But logical subjects
cannot be deﬁned in terms of relative position in an argument structure.
As in the case of subject-legislating constraints, the Georgian evidence conﬁrms
a point that was already reasonably well established. Inversion discriminates between unaccusative and unergative verbs in much the same way that passivization
does in most, if not all, languages. The RG literature presents an extended argument
in support of the claim that ‘no impersonal Passive clause in any language can be
based on an unaccusative predicate’ (Perlmutter and Postal : ), as noted in
Section .. This pattern cannot be characterized in terms of any notion of logical
subject based purely on prominence within an argument structure. Yet this is essentially the analysis assumed by LMT accounts that treat the passive as an “operation



… which suppresses the highest thematic role in the lexical argument structure”
(Bresnan and Kanerva : f.). An analysis of the passive that suppresses the
highest thematic role of a predicate allows the passivization of passives and other
types of unaccusative predicates. The idea that this consequence is desirable rests
on the belief that passives of unaccusatives are attested. As discussed in Section .,
seems fairly clear that this belief is unfounded, and tthat putative examples of ‘unaccusative passives’ can be shown to be impersonal or evidential constructions. Hence
the fact that unaccusative verbs do not undergo inversion in Georgian reinforces the
case for distinguishing the notions ‘logical subject’ and ‘highest thematic role’.
The present account also clariﬁes the status of grammatical features within LMT.
The fact that a logical subject may be realized as an indirect object shows that logical subjects cannot be characterized as intrinsically ‘nonobjective’ functions, as suggested in a number of early LMT accounts (Bresnan and Kanerva ; Bresnan and
Moshi ; Bresnan and Zaenen ). Instead, the [–o] features assigned to logical subjects in these types of accounts serve to inhibit default mapping conventions
from realizing logical subjects as objects. In inversion constructions, as in causatives
(Ackerman and Moore ) and other types of grammatico-thematic ‘demotions’,
logical subjects are realized as direct or indirect objects. Hence the features assigned
to a role in an LMT analysis may restrict the default realizations of that role but do
not determine the space of possible alternations in which the role may participate.
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